Virtual Reality Games List
Kids
Minecraft

With a VR headset on, coming
face-to-face with monstrous mobs
takes on new meaning; creeping into
dark caves inspires even greater
trepidation thanks to 3D audio; and
the light of a gorgeous sunrise
seems to envelop you more
completely.

Ropes and dragons

Virtual game for the whole family.
You can become a magician in a
marvelous world. Take a lot of
obstacles and feed the charming
dragon his favorite candies.

VR Funhouse

Step right up to VR Funhouse and
enter a virtual carnival full of fun and
games. Be an archer with flaming
arrows. Test your skill shooting
skeet targets blasted from a cannon.
See how many moles you can punch,
whack, and much more.

Spiderman

For the first time, you can suit up
as Spider-Man and see what it’s like
to be the world’s favorite superhero.
Learn the ins and outs of your brandnew Stark Industries upgraded web
shooters and master different web
types as you race to complete fastpaced targeting trials.

Gorilla tag

Run, jump, and climb using only
your hands. Play tag or infection with
people online. Run away from the
infected players or outmaneuver the
survivors to catch them. Embrace
your inner ape.

Gobligeddon

Fun, madness, sweeping blows,
Armageddon and Goblins, Goblins
and Armageddon. A player, armed
with a giant club, has to defend his
possessions from a horde of goblins
that are sent to your walls and gates.

Merry snowballs

Merry Snowballs is an actionpacked VR snowball game where
you get to relive your childhood
snowball fights – this time with the
cool gadgets you once wish you had!
Battle against the neighborhood kids
and fight your way to the top of the
global leaderboard.

Santa sim

You ring the mysterious bell. Next
minute, you're riding in Santa's
sleigh,
dropping
presents
in
chimneys. Welcome to Santa
Simulator where kids squeal with
delight and adults become kids
again. This game is gifted free when
you buy Richie's Plank Experience

Job simulator

In a world where robots have
replaced all human jobs, step into the
"Job Simulator" to learn what it was
like 'to job'.

Fighting
MSI Electic City

Rediscover MSI Electric City as
you pilot a fighter ship with the
mission to defend the city.
Maneuver and blast away the
enemy swarm in this VR bullet hell
arcade shoot ’em up.

Superhot

No regenerating health bars.
No conveniently placed ammo
drops. It's you, alone, outnumbered
and outgunned. Snatch weapons
from fallen enemies to shoot, slice
and dodge through a truly
cinematic hurricane of slowmotion bullets.

Last mage
standing

In Last Mage Standing you are
a young mage, standing alone
against a horde of undead. Your
goal is to survive as long as
possible - use your fireballs and
weapons to defeat the attackers!

Sairento

VR was made for this. Perform
triple jumps, wall runs, power
slides and slow time down while
blasting away at a foe before
landing to deliver a blade attack on
another. Kit yourself with katanas,
firearms, bows, throwing glaives
and legendary relics. Keep
upgrading as you play. PURE
CYBER NINJA FUN.

Guns n stories

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof is a
dynamic VR western shooter that
fully immerses players into the
ambiance of weird Wild West.
Stepping the tangled storyline, you
will encounter many intimidating

Aliens attack

Aliens Attack is a short and
frenetic VR game. Players will have
to master their reflexes and skills
to reach the goal: defend the pillars
of knowledge while fending off the
multiple waves of aliens that come
to destroy them.

Space pirate trainer

Space Pirate Trainer is the
official trainer for wannabe space
pirates in VR. Pick up your blasters,
put on your sneakers, and dance
your way into the Space Pirate
Trainer Hall of fame.

Propagation

Combining survival horror and
static wave shooting, Propagation
VR will get your adrenaline
pumping as you try to survive a
zombie apocalypse. Armed only
with your guns and your fists, fight
off terrifying zombies and other
multi-species mutants. Will you get
out alive?

Eternity warriors

Eternity Warriors™, an action
game franchise is globally
recognized by millions of fans,
debuting 6 years ago on mobile.
Packed with classical action game
essences, high-definition visual,
and real-time multiplayer features.

Elven assassin

Take a bow and kill hordes of
orcs in the epic town defense
game. You can play alone to
conquer the leaderboards or unite
with other assassins in online coop mode. PS. Be careful to avoid
massive axes thrown at you by orc
warriors.

Deadly hunter

Deadly Hunter is an immersive
first-person defense game
designed exclusively for VR. You
play as a renowned Orc hunter
whose goal is to learn the enemy’s
weaknesses and use the bestsuited traps to blow their heads
off!

Brookhaven

Brookhaven is a VR survival shooter,
players will have to use the weapons and
tools provided to survive ever more
terrifying waves of horrific monsters in an
attempt to figure out what caused the
beginning of the end of the world, and, if
they're strong enough, stop it from
happening.

Misc.
Spellbound spire

Go on an immersive VR
Journey into a magical tower in AlAndalus filled with corruption.
Progress the tower's mind-bending
walkways
and
reality-altering
moments using your magical
gloves. Can you solve its mysteries
and restore the peace in the tower?

Perspectives
Paradise

On November 1, 1952, the
United States detonated the
world's first hydrogen bomb on
Enewetak Atoll in the Pacific
Ocean. In this VR experience you
will feel the effects of “Ivy Mike” 10
km from ground zero. You’ll get to
walk on top of a nuclear waste site
and meet people living on the atoll
today.

Paint lab

Paint or sculpt your own 3D
creations and play around with
them in Virtual Reality! It’s free,
easy to use and a lot of fun to use
PaintLab with friends and family!

Last mage standing

In Last Mage Standing you are
a young mage, standing alone
against a horde of undead. Your
goal is to survive as long as
possible - use your fireballs and
weapons to defeat the attackers!

Flappy arms

Flappy Arms is the premier VR
bird simulator! Spread your arms
and flap your way through a never
ending city of obstacles. A local
leader board, wacky arm flailing
action, and a third person
spectator mode make Flappy Arms
a fantastic VR party game.

Skeet shooting

A VR target shooting simulator
for the HTC Vive. Use one of three
shotguns and shoot clay pigeons
and other targets in Virtual Reality.
Features
Trap,
Skeet,
and
Quickdraw modes.

Superhot

No regenerating health bars.
No conveniently placed ammo
drops. It's you, alone, outnumbered
and outgunned. Snatch weapons
from fallen enemies to shoot, slice
and dodge through a truly
cinematic hurricane of slowmotion bullets.

Surgeon simulator

You’re leaning over a strangely
familiar patient in dire need of a
brand-new heart, alongside an
operating table full of terrifying
implements you’d hoped never to
have to pick up for yourself. What
will you do? Which one will you
reach for first? The bone saw, or a
sandvich…?

Poker stars

Step into the future with this
game-changing release from the
biggest name in the business.
Visually stunning environments;
realistic chip and card movements;
an endless supply of interactive
toys, props and accessories; and
the world’s best poker software
powering
multiplayer
Texas
Hold’em action.

RuneScape

RuneScape is a high fantasy
open world MMORPG. Explore an
ever changing and evolving living
world where new challenges, skills,
and quests await. Featuring
unprecedented player freedom,
you choose how to play, adventure,
and grow.

Aircar

A simple immersive flying
game built for VR. Pilot an aircar
through a futuristic cityscape.

Adventure climb

VRQB

Adventure Climb VR is a FREE
room-scale
climbing
experience
consisting of a short one level
adventure through the Canyon.
Achieve triumph through a rockclimbing challenge designed by actual
rock climbers. Race to the top or
explore the various Easter Eggs and
SECRET Locations.

VRQB is the definitive arcade VR
football experience. You are the
quarterback, driving down the field while
racking up as many points as possible.
Experience the excitement of classic
arcade football from the quarterback's
perspective!

Invoker

Lab

Don’t get hit
in the face

Experience arcane one-on-one wizard
battles designed for VR in inVokeR. Cast
earth-shattering spells to turn the tide of
battle. Command the elements to defeat
monstrous enemies and compete against
your friends.

Welcome to The Lab, a compilation of
Valve’s room-scale VR experiments set in
a pocket universe within Aperture Science.
Fix a robot, defend a castle, adopt a
mechanical dog, and more

Don't Get Hit In The face is a
movement-based active virtual
reality game. Do whatever you need
to do duck, weave, dodge and
crawl... just don't get hit in the face!

Dragon blast

Choose your dragon and defend
the village against invaders in this
endless flyer virtual reality game.

Dream golf

Looking for a mini golf
experience that'll remind you of the
real thing? Look no further!!!

Epic
Roller coaster

In Epic Roller Coasters you'll get
the same feeling of a real roller
coaster with. You'll go up and down
seeing everything around you!

Eye of
the temple

Eye of the Temple lets you
explore a vast and treacherous
temple in VR using your own feet.
Keep your balance as you step from
one moving block to another,
dodging traps and solving puzzles
with your torch and whip in hand.

A fear of
heights and
other things

A collection of scenes for
demonstrating VR presence to new
users. Not a horror game, and has
no jump scares.

Fruit ninja

Step inside the Fruit Ninja
universe and experience a slice of
virtual reality like never before. Play
Fruit Ninja VR now!

Gnomes
and goblins

Explore the interactive fantasy
world of Gnomes & Goblins. Interact
with an enigmatic resident and take
a first step into the lucid dream of
Gnomes & Goblins and its many
realms and denizens.

Goalie Challenge

Feel the whizz of the puck fly by
your skull in this fun and fast-paced
goalie VR simulator.

Google earth

Google Earth VR lets you explore
the world from totally new
perspectives in virtual reality. Stroll
the streets of Tokyo, soar over the
Grand Canyon, or walk around the
Eiffel Tower.

Escape
Nervosa

The room

Nevrosa is an escape room game with
horror and action elements, where you are
trying to find your way out of laboratory
through solving puzzles while being locked in
with a strange creature. Mystical machines,
old family curse and various endings
depending on your ways of play.

The British Institute of Archaeology,
London, 1908: The disappearance of an
esteemed Egyptologist prompts a Police
investigation into the unknown. Explore
cryptic locations, examine fantastic gadgets
and uncover an otherworldly discovery which
blurs the line between reality and illusion

Experience
Great paintings

Great Paintings from the Great
Museums of the World in Virtual Reality.
More than 1000 famous paintings to
admire and enjoy.

Nefertari

For the first time ever, step inside
Nefertari's tomb and immerse yourself in
the story of its art, history, construction,
and mythology through interactive
elements.

Richie's plank

You're on a plank, 80 stories high.
Knees shaky, palms sweaty. You have a
choice. Do you walk or do you freeze?

Invasion

INVASION! is a colorful VR animated
short about a duo of aliens with grand
ambitions to take over our world. Instead,
they are greeted by two adorable, white
bunnies…..and you are one of them! Come
experience what happens!

Google earth

Google Earth VR lets you explore the
world from totally new perspectives in
virtual reality. Stroll the streets of Tokyo,
soar over the Grand Canyon, or walk
around the Eiffel Tower.

The Blu

Experience the wonder and majesty of
the ocean through a series of habitats and
come face to face with some of the most
awe-inspiring species on the planet.

Multiplayer
Beat saber

Beat Saber is a VR rhythm game where you
slash the beats of adrenaline-pumping music as
they fly towards you, surrounded by a futuristic
world.

Bomb u

Bomb U! is a VR PvP action game. You have
to look and walk around as in reality to pick up
items, use them to destroy enemy's ground and
win the game. We got bombs, hammers and
pistols in the game. More items and modes
adding!

Smashbox

Team-based action game with insane
physics-driven power-ups. Shoot, duck behind
cover, and coordinate with teammates...all in
glorious VR! Play both Singleplayer Story Mode
and Online Multiplayer!

